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04 April
From Moscow to Reykjavik to Buenos Aires and beyond, the same 
two words are suddenly reverberating in financial circles: offshore 
accounts.

BlueCrest Capital Management, the investment firm run by billionaire 
Michael Platt, has hired Christopher Bae as a money manager in New 
York.

Halliburton Co.’s planned takeover of rival Baker Hughes Inc. threatens 
to undercut competition in the oil-services industry, the U.S. Justice 
Department said as it sued an activist hedge fund for buying stakes in 
both companies without properly notifying the government.

From an initial overture five months ago through a two-day bidding 
war last week, Alaska Air Group Inc. was determined to acquire Virgin 
America Inc. as a means toward national expansion -- and protection 
from larger rivals.

05 April
Germany is on a collision course with the European Commission over 
enforcing bank-failure rules the European Union introduced two years 
ago to end an era of taxpayer bailouts.

New York will need to tap offshore wind, one of the most expensive 
sources of electricity, to meet its clean energy goals, according to the 
state’s chairman of energy and finance.

Ford Motor Co. said it will invest $1.6 billion on a new small-car factory 
in Mexico, angering its U.S. union and drawing another rebuke from 
Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump.

Highbridge Capital Management, whose hedge-fund business 
oversees about $6 billion globally, hired Karyo Oh as an equities fund 
manager in Asia as investments in the region have expanded, said a 
person with knowledge of the matter.

07 April
Russia and the U.S are working on drafting a new constitution for Syria, 
according to three Western and Russian diplomats, in the clearest sign 
yet of the two powers’ determination to broker a solution to a five-
year civil war that has sent a wave of refugees toward Europe.

Deutsche Bank AG Supervisory Board Chairman Paul Achleitner and 
Urs Rohner, chairman of the board at Credit Suisse Group AG, used 
interviews with German and Swiss media to reject speculation that 
they have come under fire as the lenders’ stocks trade near two-and-
a-half decade lows.

Israel’s offshore natural gas fields, potentially the largest in the 
Mediterranean Sea, could boost energy trade in the region and even 
help Europe diversify away from Russian fuel, according to U.S. Energy 
Secretary Ernest Moniz.

In the energy world, India is becoming the new China.

08 April
Air France-KLM Group will enter into talks with an exclusive buyer for its 
in-flight service unit Servair within the next few weeks, a person familiar 
with the plan said.

When it comes to inflation, bond traders are finally starting to listen to 
the Federal Reserve.

As oil markets look for the green shoots of a price recovery, LNG 
participants are hunkering down for a long winter.

China’s steel industry, the world’s biggest, will shrink fast enough to 
reduce its exports, preventing a repeat of last year’s global price 
collapse, and paving the way for a stronger comeback in two years, 
according to a five-decade veteran of global steel markets.

06 April
German lawmakers say they expect Greece and its creditors to reach 
an accord to unlock further bailout funds, avoid a debt cut and meet 
Chancellor Angela Merkel’s demand that the International Monetary 
Fund take part in the aid program.

Police in Switzerland raided the headquarters of soccer’s European 
governing body UEFA to gather evidence about a Champions 
League contract it signed with a sports marketing company that has 
since been implicated in the FIFA bribery scandal.

China has accumulated most of the world’s copper stocks, with miners 
and investors trying to figure out what that means for future demand.

After more than a decade struggling to cut through red tape to mine 
gold in India, Sandeep Lakhwara could be forgiven for thinking things 
couldn’t get much worse. Then they did.
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